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diddy couldnt be more obvious in this song, but missy and foxy brown dont let his presence distract them from their hooks. he even does some old school scratching for this one. and the chemistry between all three of these ladies is as obvious as the lyrics to this song. its a song that has come to be a huge anthem for women in hip hop and r&b. even though
the title isnt exactly accurate, its the message that speaks loudest, and the song is one that isnt likely to be forgotten anytime soon. relase some tension was one of the first full-length projects that swv had released. it wasnt the first album the group released, but it was one of the first projects that the group felt completely comfortable being a part of. now

leleas group, swv included, have been apart of the game for well over a decade. the ladies are in their thirties, but they all continue to make hot music. although they arent exactly household names like the notorious b.i.g. was, theyve done their part to help shape a culture thats become a huge part of music today. as for cokos upcoming solo album, we cant
wait to hear what she has on deck. its been a while since a woman in the hip hop industry has released a new solo album, and theres no doubt that cokos creative juices are still flowing. relase some tension was one of the first full-length projects that swv had released. it wasnt the first album the group released, but it was one of the first projects that the group

felt completely comfortable being a part of. lees and taj combined to pen the album's first single which was followed by the diddy-assisted come and get some. the song samples mase's get it all. again, in 1998, many thought that any male rapper would have easily had the upperhand on puff daddy, as the latter was only in his fifth year of recording and had
not yet hit the big time. the song performed well at radio and in the shops, but proved to be a slight departure from the smooth jams, thus the reason why the album as a whole is not as cohesive as its predecessors. despite this, the ladies manage to carry the day with some standout performances and fourteenth best r&b track, rain. the closing track on the

album is here for you, featuring snoop dogg. snoop had just joined m&ms' one world entertainment in 1998 and was just beginning to make a name for himself.
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with the help of eric clapton, jeff beck and jimmy page, the blues exploded in the uk in the early 1990s. but with the closure of the rolling stones blue and lonesome, the british blues boom was over before it started. the album takes place in the middle of a turbulent time in the uk, and from the opening notes, it is clear that the country is in a difficult time. the
album is essentially a collection of covers from american bluesmen of the early to mid-20th century, and many of the songs are about the times of great change and upheaval. the british blues boom was an emotional one, and it is reflected in the range of emotions displayed on the album. when the period of reflection was over, the blues boom returned, and
the musical revolution started all over again. the british blues boom has not only left its mark on the history of rock and blues, but on the history of music as a whole. from the symphonic rock of the 1970s, to the huge success of heavy metal in the 1980s, to the newer styles of music, the uk has had a huge impact on the world of music, and the blues boom,

much like the rolling stones blue and lonesome, helped in the process. the british blues boom, which has left its mark on the history of rock and blues, was a great musical revolution, and with the help of jeff beck, eric clapton and jimmy page, it was the perfect time for blues to come to the uk. the album was a great project, but it did have its share of problems.
from the poor sound quality, to the slightly rushed and flawed versions of the songs, there are things to like and dislike about the album. but the songs are an expression of the times and the music that captured the times. 5ec8ef588b
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